Maroochydore Hockey Club Inc.

COVID-19
Safety Plan
Based on guidance from QLD Health under Stage 2
Restrictions.
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1.

PURPOSE

To reduce exposure to the spread of the Coronavirus (COVID-19).
To outline clear guidelines to ensure our clubs adheres to Hockey Australia (HA),
Hockey Queensland (HQ), Sunshine Coast Hockey Association (SCHA) and QLD
Health recommendations and guidelines.
To facilitate safe training for our members from June 12th, and a safe return to
hockey fixtures on the proposed date of July 11th.

2.

SCOPE

This plan applies to all members of Maroochydore Hockey Club Inc. (MHC)
including players, coaches, managers, umpires, tech officials, families, spectators
and any affiliates.

3.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Our club’s COVID Safe Coordinator, club Secretary Jamie Brown, will be
responsible for ensuring club and association guidelines have been
communicated to all MHC members on behalf of the MHC committee. Jamie shall
be the first point of contact for any queries from club members regarding return
to training and fixtures.
MHC team Coaches and Managers are responsible for their team’s adherence to all
COVID-19 related guidelines from both MHC, SCHA and our governing bodies.
MHC members are also personally responsible for their own actions and
adherence to guidelines from MHC, SCHA and our governing bodies.
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4.

RESOURCES

The following resources may be of use to our club members returning to hockey:
4.1

Sport Support
HQ Return To Play Guidelines for Stage 2
Sport Australia Return to Sport
HA COVID-19 Support Hub
Field Team Sports - Industry COVID Safety Plan

4.2

Queensland Government
QLD Government COVID-19 Home Page
QLD Government Roadmap to Easing Restrictions
Return to Play Plan
Return to Play Guidelines
QLD Health COVID-19 Advice

4.3

Federal Government
Environmental Cleaning and Disinfection Principles for COVID-19
Safe Work Australia - COVID19

QUEENSLAND GOVERNMENT’S KEY PRINCIPLES

5.
5.1

General Directives
5.1.1

Physical Distancing

A minimum space of 1.5 meters between you and other people that are not from
your household shall be observed. 4 square meters per person must be
maintained when indoors or in a group.
5.1.2

Hygiene Principles

Hand washing with soap and water for 20 seconds or use hand sanitiser before
and after any contact with surfaces. Cover coughs and sneezes, avoid touching
your face and stay home if you are sick. Frequent environmental cleaning and
disinfecting, particularly surfaces that are touched by more than one person.
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5.2

Community Sport Directives under Stage 2

• Participants gather outdoors in groups of no more than 20, including the coach
and any other support staff.
• Parents or other people are required to keep a reasonable distance or will be
included in the group of 20.
• No indoor activity – indoor physical recreation facilities must remain closed
• Maintain physical distancing of 1.5 metres wherever reasonably possible
• All activity and training must be non-contact, and no competitions are to take
place. Contact sports must be modified so that you can maintain 1.5m distance •
No use of communal facilities, except for toilets
• Venue operators must keep a record of attendees including first name, phone
number, date and time of attendance.
• No use of shared equipment that touches the head or face or cannot be
effectively cleaned i.e. soft materials or clothing
• Hand hygiene, frequent environmental cleaning and disinfection, use of own
equipment where possible and minimise sharing of equipment.

6.

HAZARD AND RISK MANAGEMENT (H.A.R.M)

Hazard and Risk Management at the SCHA facility will be monitored by the SCHA
Board. During MHC training timeslots, Hazard and Risk Management for MHC
members will be monitored by the club COVID Safe Coordinator and the MHC
committee. Our club members will also be responsible for their own management
of hazards and risks according to this plan.
There will be no sharing of equipment at training or fixtures by MHC members.
All MHC members entering the SCHA premises are aware they have agreed to the
SCHA terms and conditions of entry, and their decision to enter the facility
indicates their agreement to abide by these terms.
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7.

MOVEMENT, ACCESS AND HEALTH MANAGEMENT

7.1 General Principles
The approach to training is ‘get in, train, get out’ with a spectator free
environment and the minimum support staff available to support training
sessions and participants.
SCHA have advised the facility will remain spectator free until further notice – all
MHC members have been advised of this decision.
MHC accepts the recommendation by SCHA that Parents and Guardians drop and
go or wait in their car. If this is not possible the following rules are advised to be
followed.
- For Junior Training at most 1 x parent or caregiver attend. (no non
participating siblings)
- No other spectators should be present
- Any non-participating personnel should be a minimum of 1.5m from any
training area and maintain minimum 1.5m between each person.
Parents and guardians that remain with their children during participation will be
required to remain in the parent zones (refer to attachment ‘SCHA Facility
Diagrams’). Social distancing and hygiene practices must be observed by all
parents/guardians.
The car park inside the fenced area and the veranda in front of the SCHA
clubhouse will be closed. Social gathering is not permitted while this plan is in
place.
7.2 Entry and Exit
Entry to the turf facilities is only permitted via the gates directly in front of the
clubhouse and exit is to be via the double gates at the canteen end (southern end)
of the clubhouse. Access to the turf field is to be via the relevant stairs depending
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on your training zone. Exit via either the ambulance gates (Zone 1) or the gate in
the south east corner (Zone 2) as per the ‘SCHA Facility Diagrams’ attachment.
Signs will clearly indicate entry and exit.
Entry to the grass fields is only for each training zone (coaches training on grass
will be notified of this process) with participants only allowed inside the
sandstone block fenced area.
Participants must follow clearly marked directions to their designated zone as
soon as they arrive and shall only enter the SCHA turf facility or grass fields 5
minutes before their start time. Goal-keepers are to get ready once on the turf in
front of the dugout area or prior to entry to the facility.
The attachment ‘SCHA Facility Diagrams’ identifies the separate entry and exit
points for turf, grass and all facilities.
Dugouts will be closed to all groups until further notice.
7.3 Fit to Enter
All MHC members entering the SCHA facilities shall not attend if in the last
fourteen days they have been unwell or had contact with a known or suspected
case of COVID-19.
Players who have recovered from COVID-19 infection should consider a gradual
return to training.
Persons suspected of being unwell, having any respiratory symptoms (even mild)
or having signs of a fever shall be denied entry and requested to return home,
seek medical attention and notify health authorities. Players will be asked as part
of the attendance register (see 7.5 COVID-19 Tracking)
‘In the previous 14 days, have you:
- Had any COVID 19 Symptoms
- Been in contact with any confirmed/suspected COVID 19 case?’
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7.4 Notification of issues
MHC will be sure to notify the relevant SCHA board members should we receive
report of a club member with health issues or suspected COVID-19 case. These
reports will then be passed onto QLD Health by the relevant SCHA board member.
7.5 COVID-19 Tracking
MHC will keep a record of all attendees, including any parents or guardians, prior
to entering the facility and will include first name, surname, phone number, date
and time of attendance (see attachment ‘MHC Attendance Register’).
MHC have allocated team coaches and/or managers to complete their attendance
register for their respective teams and forward through to Jamie Brown
immediately at the completion of their training.
A copy of this attendance record will then be provided to SCHA via email to
admin@suncoasthockey.com.au within 24 hours.
7.6 Reporting
Where an MHC member tests positive for COVID-19, the exposure is to be
immediately reported to Jamie Brown – club COVID Safe Coordinator, who will
notify the SCHA within two (2) hours.
Training attendance records shall be provided to Queensland Health within 24
hours.
7.7 Availability of Hand Washing Facilities and Hand Sanitiser
SCHA have advised sanitising stations will be available at all entry and exit points
of the turf facility and field. Handwashing is available in the changerooms. MHC
have also committed to providing sanitiser to each team’s coach or manager.
7.8 Zones
The SCHA has been divided in to zones for use of the fields and for limited parents
or guardians to attend the turf facility. All SCHA attendees shall proceed directly
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to their designated zone and must not enter into or interact with any one from
another zone. Each zone has a separate entry and exit point. Designated areas for
limited parents or guardians to attend the turf facility will be on the grass mounds
at the end in which the child is participating. Parents or guardians are not
permitted to enter the grass fields as designated by the sandstone block fence.
Parents or guardians must abide by social distancing requirements at all times. As
above, the instructions for entry and exit can be found in the ‘SCHA Facility
Diagrams’ attachment.
7.9 Training Times
Our members have been advised of the change to bookings to 45-minute
intervals. The SCHA has allowed a 15-minute window to allow 10 minutes for a
group to pack up, clean their area and then depart and a 5 minute window for the
next group to enter. Teams will be responsible for managing their own time and
must not loiter or linger on the field when their time has concluded and must not
enter the facility prior to their designated training time.
Our members have been advised of the ‘Get in, train and get out!’ principle.
7.10 Training Protocols
Members are aware that until July 10 2020 non-contact skills training drills are
allowed in small groups (not more than 20 people including coach or the
minimum number of support staff reasonably required to manage the activity)
and social distancing rules must be observed. Groups are responsible for
managing their social distancing during their session. Coaches are responsible for
conducting sessions that meet the social distancing requirements.
7.11Team Change Rooms
MHC members have been made aware that the change room facilities will be
unavailable until further notice, with the exception of the toilet and hand basins.
Players have been advised the requirement to arrive ready to train with stick,
shin pads, mouthguard, water bottle, keys and any medication required (ie.
asthma puffers).
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7.12 Public Toilets
To minimise contact, the main door to the change rooms will be latched open to
limit the need to touch the door handle. Members will be advised to leave this
door open, to only use the change room 2 at a time maximum for bathroom
purposes and to arrive dressed for training – no changing in these rooms.

7.14 Social Gatherings
MHC committee will not tolerate any unnecessary social gatherings before or
after training sessions within the SCHA. While not within the jurisdiction of the
SCHA, physical distancing measures should also be observed within the external
car park to the turf facility and on the grass parking areas around the grass fields.

8.

HYGIENE
8.1 Water Bottles

MHC members are to only use their own personal water bottles.
8.2 Shared Equipment
Players are advised to arrive ready to train with only their own hockey stick, shin
pads and goal keeping equipment. No personal equipment is to be shared,
including items like towels and hygiene equipment.
MHC coaches and managers have been advised of their requirement to provide
hockey balls for their teams to train with – any team who require the club to
provide training balls should contact the committee ASAP.
Players should not use their hands to touch these hockey balls where possible, as
well as any other non-essential surfaces.
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No SCHA equipment including signs, goal boxes, chairs etc. should be moved for
any reason – coaches will be required to perform the post-training surface
cleaning of the tops of the dugout walls.
8.3 Shared Uniforms
No training bibs or other shared uniform items including face masks should be
used while under Stage 2 restrictions.
8.4 Handwashing and Sanitising
All members, including spectators, will have access to the hand basins in the
change room at SCHA to perform regular hand washing. Change rooms are only to
have two members inside at once.
Hand sanitiser stations will be available at the entry and exit of the SCHA turf
facility, and their use is required for all MHC members.
8.5 Full Body Showers
No showering is permitted at the SCHA for any members. Members are expected
to shower at home before and after training, and of course wash their own
training attire promptly.
8.6 Prohibitions
MHC members are required to observe the following prohibitions while using
SCHA facilities:
•

No spitting anywhere or on any person

•

No gum to be consumed on site

•

No smoking in the facilities

•

No sanitiser product should be used on the turf surface to avoid any
chance of permanent stains

•

No jewellery should be worn while training or playing
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8.7 Cleaning
Each team’s coach shall be responsible for ensuring the tops of each dugout wall
has been cleaned using the SCHA provided disinfectant, paper towels and gloves.
All cleaning items should then be disposed of immediately in the bins provided by
SCHA downstairs.
Each training time slot has been allocated 10 minutes after their session to
perform these cleaning tasks and exit the facility promptly.

SPORTS MEDICINE

9.

Where possible, MHC members are encouraged to complete their own personal
sports medicine (strapping, stretching band aids etc) at home or prior to entering
the SCHA facility.
Any emergencies should be treated as usual, phone 000 and if ambulance access
to the turf is required, members are to contact Scott Brennan (SCHA President) on
0409 632 079 if no MHC committee members are present, to obtain instructions
to access the ambulance gate keys.

10.

PERSONAL BEHAVIOUR

10.1 Greetings
No members are to engage in handshakes, high-fives, hugs etc. whether as
greetings or celebrations

10.2 Disciplinary Action
Any MHC member found to be failing to comply with the club or SCHA’s COVID
Safe requirements in the respective COVID Safe Plans, may be requested to leave
the grounds immediately.
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Members found to be repeatedly ignoring or failing to comply with these
requirements may have their rights to train revoked, and can be summoned to
meet with the committee to discuss any further disciplinary measures.

11.

CLUB COMMUNICATION

11.1 Electronic Communication
Links to the SCHA and MHC COVID Safe Plans will be made available to all
members via personal email, on the club’s website and frequently-used Facebook
Group.
11.2 SCHA COVID Safe Induction
At the time of publication, MHC COVID Safe Coordinator Jamie Brown has
attended the necessary COVID Safe Induction held by the President and Board of
SCHA.
Jamie Brown has agreed to make himself available for any and all further
induction updates and/or meetings related to being COVID Safe as federal and
state government restrictions continue to be eased and updated.
Any member with queries, concerns or problems relating to the return to training
and fixtures has been encouraged to contact Jamie Brown directly.
11.3 Signage
SCHA have organised to have relevant signage (ie. Entry and exit signs, reminders
about number restrictions) posted in the required/important areas of the
facilities.
12.

CLUB FACILITIES

MHC make note that all of the abovementioned guidelines and restrictions also
apply at the club’s facility located at McMartin Park – 44 Lefoes Road, Bli Bli QLD
4560. At this stage, the club has no intention of any members visiting this facility
during these times.
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ATTACHMENTS
SCHA Facility Diagrams
Turf Facility

Turf Entry/Exit
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Grass Fields

MHC Attendance Register
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